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The CHURCH of  the HOLY NATIVITY 

EVERY SUNDAY 10:00 am PARISH MASS  

  

 https://www.facebook.com 
Search Holy Nativity, Knowle 

 
https://www.holynativity.org.uk 

.  
 

Honorary Associate Priest  Father Stuart Boyd  
 

CHURCHWARDENS  
Peter Daly 

Philip Goodfellow 
 

BAPTISMS, BANNS and WEDDINGS please contact  
Philip Goodfellow or Peter Daly. 

 
The Churchwardens are trying to ensure that there is a 

Mass every Sunday during our latest interregnum. This will 
be a challenge but they are working hard to make sure our 

worship is as unaffected as possible. 
 

We would like to thank all the priests who have offered to 
help our parish by taking the Parish Mass every Sunday. 
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CALENDAR for SEPTEMBER 2022 

WEEKLY	SERVICES 
 

MASSES 
 

Sunday: Parish Mass 10.00am in church  
and live	streamed. 

 
  

4th	September—12	Sunday	after	Trinity 
Fr Stuart Boyd assisted by John Chamberlain  

 
11th	September—13th	Sunday	after	Trinity 
Fr Stephen Spencer assisted by Stephen Watts 

 
18th	September—14th	Sunday	after	Trinity 

Fr Darren Smith assisted by Peter Daly 
 

25th	September—15th	Sunday	after	Trinity 
Fr Stephen Spencer assisted by Kannan Siva 

 
 

Keep up-to-date by going to:- 
 

https://www.holynativity.org.uk 
 

The Holy Nativity Website 
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Bishops' letter to The Times on the Rwanda asylum policy 

All of the current Lords Spiritual have recently signed a letter to The 
Times voicing alarm about the Government's plan to send asylum seekers 
to Rwanda.   

The Bishops wrote in their letter that “this policy should shame us as a 
nation.” 

They went on: “Our Christian heritage should inspire us to treat asylum 
seekers with compassion, fairness and justice, as we have for centuries. 
Those to be deported to Rwanda have had no chance to appeal, or reu-
nite with family in Britain. They have had no consideration of their asylum 
claim, recognition of their medical or other needs, or any attempt to un-
derstand their predicament. 

“Many are desperate people fleeing unspeakable horrors. Many are Irani-
ans, Eritreans and Sudanese citizens, who have an asylum grant rate of 
at least 88 per cent. These are people Jesus had in mind as He said 
when we offer hospitality to a stranger, we do it for Him. They are the vul-
nerable that the Old Testament calls us to value. We cannot offer asylum 
to everyone, but we must not outsource our ethical responsibilities, or dis-
card international law — which protects the right to claim asylum.” 

Synod votes to condemn Russian invasion  

Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine was recently condemned by the Gen-
eral Synod in a debate where members heard of the suffering and terror 
experienced by ordinary Ukrainians because of the conflict. 

Members backed a call for prayer for an end to the war in Ukraine and for 
parishes and dioceses to work towards providing long term refuge and 
hospitality for people fleeing the war.  

The Bishop of Leeds, Nick Baines, said: “Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
constitutes an act of evil that cannot go unchallenged. Ukraine has a legit-
imate right to self-defence and a right to seek assistance from others in 
doing so. 

“The Government and the wider international community must stand with 
Ukraine and provide financial, humanitarian, military, and diplomatic sup-
port as part of its broader efforts to uphold international law. 
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“Yet, as the MOD suggested, such support cannot realistically be unlim-
ited, and this war cannot be waged without restraint. The focus of our ef-
forts must be bringing this conflict to an end in a way that respects 
Ukraine’s independent sovereign status.” 

Archbishop meets head of the Orthodox Church in Ukraine 

The Archbishop of Canterbury recently welcomed the head of the Ortho-
dox Church of Ukraine, Metropolitan Epifaniy, to Lambeth Palace.  

“We heard the most heart-breaking stories of atrocities against civilians 
and against Orthodox clergy in occupied territory, yet amidst it all the Pa-
triarch spoke of love for all, especially enemies,” he said. 

“Of course, like all Ukrainians, he feels passionately about the terrors and 
horrors visited on his country, the lies told and the remorseless fear and 
attack, but the passion is not showing itself in hatred, nor is it showing it-
self in weakness, but in faith and determination and a plea for support for 
the church in its humanitarian work and for Ukraine. Let us give that sup-
port as a church as best we can.”  

So far, the appeal organised by USPG and the Diocese in Europe has 
raised more than £300,000 for humanitarian work in Ukraine and amongst 
Ukrainian refugees. 

Protecting freedom of religion or belief protects everyone, says 
Archbishop  

Restrictions on freedom of worship often go hand-in-hand with other forms 
of repression including against women and minorities, the Archbishop of 
Canterbury Justin Welby has warned government ministers from around 
the world. 

He recently told a recent global summit on Freedom of Religion or Belief 
(FoRB) that: “When people are free to worship and express themselves, 
faiths work with others to bring flourishing: they answer the needs of de-
velopment and reconciliation, and bring grassroots community transfor-
mations that are the golden hope of the soft power of diplomats and de-
velopment NGOs.” 

On the other hand, “We know that, when freedoms of expression and wor-
ship are restricted, other freedoms and opportunities are limited too," he 
said. “Women, minorities, many other people miss out.” 

The archbishop also cautioned against marginalising freedom of religion. 
“When national leaders pursue freedom of religion and belief, they have 
an opportunity to bring a wealth of wisdom around the table, harnessed to 
the common good,” he said. 
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Keep highlighting abuses of freedom of religion and belief,  
bishops urge  

Politicians from around the world have been urged to ‘keep up the momen-
tum’ on tackling abuses of freedom of religion or belief, by the Church of 
England bishop who led a recent key review of Foreign Office support for 
persecuted Christians. 

The Bishop of Truro, Philip Mounstephen, told a recent global summit on 
Freedom of Religion or Belief (FoRB) hosted by the UK Government, that 
there had been some good progress since the publication of the review in 
2019, but ‘much’ still needed to be done.  

Bishop Philip said: “My key message to Parliamentarians would be: under-
stand what the main drivers behind freedom of religion or belief abuses 
are – we are looking at totalitarian regimes, religious fundamentalism, mili-
tant nationalism. These are really serious issues that must be addressed. 
So please Parliamentarians, make this a bipartisan issue, espouse it 
across the political spectrum.” 

Bishop Philip also welcomed the creation of the UK Freedom of Religion 
or Belief Public Forum, made since the publication of the 2019 report.  

General Synod welcomes £3.6bn investment in mission and  
ministry 

The Church of England’s General Synod recently welcomed the Church 
Commissioners’ and Archbishops’ Council’s long-term spending plans. 

The Archbishop of York said that the plans, which cover £3.6bn over the 
next nine years, amounted to the Church “putting our money where our 
missional mouth is.” 

The spending would “underpin transformation towards being a ‘Simpler, 
Humbler and Bolder’ Church.” Money will be invested in local ministry as 
part of diocesan strategies.  

Priorities for the spending include £190m to help the Church of England 
transition to net zero, £20m on work to promote Racial Justice and £400m 
over the next three years towards achieving the outcomes and priorities 
that flow from the Church’s Vision and Strategy for the 2020s.  

The Archbishop of York said: “We will be simpler, more responsive to dio-
ceses and more accountable about how we distribute money across the 
whole eco-system of the Church - rural and urban, all church traditions, 
with the single purpose of making Christ known and building God’s king-
dom in the world.” 
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Global Anglican Communion given more choice of future Arch-
bishops of Canterbury 

The global Anglican Communion will have a greater voice on the body 
which nominates future Archbishops of Canterbury, as a result of changes 
recently approved by the Church of England’s General Synod. 

Until now the wider worldwide Anglican Communion, outside of England, 
has been represented by just one of the 16 members of the Crown Nomi-
nations Commission (CNC) for the See of Canterbury. 

But under recent changes to the Standing Orders of the General Synod, 
there will now be five representatives of other churches of the Anglican 
Communion – one each from Africa; the Americas; Middle East and Asia; 
Oceania and Europe. 
  
The new rules will also ensure the inclusion of laity and clergy as well as 
bishops; a balance of men and women and that at least half of the five will 
be of Global Majority Heritage. 
  
All diocesan bishops of the Church of England, including the archbishops, 
are appointed by Her Majesty the Queen following a nomination by the 
Crown Nominations Commission for the see. Under the changes the Can-
terbury CNC will now have 17 voting members, with the number of repre-
sentatives from the Diocese of Canterbury reducing from six to three. 
 
The Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby, said: "Anglicans worldwide 
have a profound and historic relationship with the See of Canterbury, and 
the Archbishop of Canterbury has the great privilege of serving as a focus 
of unity for Anglican churches across the globe. 
  
“It is only right that this international family of churches is given a voice in 
the process of selecting the ‘first among equals’ of the bishops of our glob-
al communion. I pray that this significant step will bind us more closely to-
gether as disciples of Jesus Christ, called to share His good news with a 
world in need.” 
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2nd September The New Guinea Martyrs of 1942  
 
The Anglican Church in Australia still honours the New Guinea Mar-
tyrs of 1942. These brave men and women, 10 Australians and two Pa-
puans, refused to leave their missionary work on the island as the Jap-
anese military forces advanced.  As one tribute to them put it: ‘They 
knowing full well the risk, elected to stay with their flock.’ 
 
The missionaries were serving the people of Papua New Guinea as 
Christian priests, teachers, workers and medical nurses. All twelve 
were unarmed as they were going about their normal missionary 
work. They were probably killed for no reason at all, other than to pre-
empt any possibility that they might be a danger to the Japanese in 
the future. Or perhaps they were killed out of some vague Japanese 
hatred of Australian Christians, who were poles apart from the then 
fanatical Emperor-worship that enveloped the whole military strategy 
of Japan. 
 
The martyrs were:  
 
In Gona, on the NE coast of Papua: May Hayman (medical sister), and 
Mavis Parkinson (teacher): both bayoneted to death.  
 
In villages inland from Gona: Vivian Redlich (priest), Margery 
Brenchley (medical sister), Lillar Lashmar (teacher), Henry Holland, 
(priest), John Duffill (carpenter): all beheaded. Also, Lucian Tapiedi, 
an indigenous Papuan: axed to death. (A statue of Tapiedi now stands 
as a memorial above the West Door of Westminster Abbey.) 
 
Outer islands: John Barge (priest), Bernard Moore (priest), boat sunk.   
 
In open sea:  Henry Mathews (priest), Leslie Gariadi (Papuan assis-
tant): boat sunk and men machine-gunned in water.  
 
Today the Church also remembers the more than 300 church workers 
of all churches who were killed in 1942, during the Japanese occupa-
tion of Papua New Guinea.  
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God in the Arts 
The Rev Michael Burgess continues his se-
ries on God in the Arts with a look at ‘Dust 
Motes Dancing in Sunbeams’ by Vilhelm 
Hammershøi. It is found in Ordrupgaard, 
Copenhagen, photo by Pernille Klemp.    

 ‘Tis the gift to be simple  

Have you ever read a book by Robin Meyers, 
‘Morning Sun on a White Piano’?  It is subti-
tled ‘simple pleasures and the sacramental 
life.’ Its theme is that we can easily pass life 
by, as we search for it. We shun the 
‘ordinary’ and the simple in pursuit of more 
worthwhile endeavours because we equate the ‘ordinary’ with the mundane 
and unrewarding. 

The Shaker melody ‘Tis the gift to be simple, ‘tis the gift to be free’ is the 
origin of the popular hymn ‘The Lord of the Dance.’ It says: Look closely at 
the simple things of life and find in them depth and divinity. The 17th century 
Dutch artist Vermeer created masterpieces out of the ordinary – a woman 
reading a letter or pouring water into a basin. Critics have described his 
work as ‘the timeless contemplation of the ordinary.’   

Over 200 years later, a Danish artist found his inspiration in that same 
world of the simple and the ordinary: Vilhelm Hammershøi. He lived a re-
clusive life in Copenhagen with his wife, painting only a few pictures a year. 
Hammershøi died of throat cancer in 1916 at only 52 years. The theme of 
most of his paintings is limited to the world of his apartment at different 
times of the day and night.  

His painting, ‘Dust Motes Dancing in Sunbeams,’ was painted in 1900. We 
are shown quite simply an empty room with a wall, a window, a floor and a 
door. There is no handle on the door. All is stillness and peace. And all is 
shadow until the winter sun streams into the room, catching in its rays the 
dust and lighting up the floor. It is the miracle of sunlight bringing life into 
the stillness. An ordinary aspect of creation, but lighting up a room and 
bringing wonder in its wake. One critic has called it ‘a hymn to an everyday 
marvel.’ 

In this and in all of his paintings, Hammershøi seems to be saying: Accept 
the simplicity of the present, find beauty there and live in that beauty. For 
him the grass is never greener in the next field – it is here and now in the 
world we have that we find beauty and meaning.  

John Keble’s hymn ‘New ev’ry morning is the love’ says that ‘the trivial round, the 
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common task will furnish all we need to ask.’ The artist is echoing that truth on can-
vas, telling us that the ordinary and common things of everyday life can provide the 
backcloth against which we can live and act.  

When we are young, that backcloth stretches out to embrace the wider world and 
time: it is full of potential and promise. As we grow older, that world shrinks to our 
home, our church, our town. If illness comes, our world may be bedroom or the hos-
pital ward. In that smaller world life can seem trivial and ordinary. But wherever we 
are, Hammershøi invites us to pause, to ponder and to find there beauty and light 
which will bring us ‘daily nearer God.’ 

 

 

8th September is the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary   

In both eastern and western Churches, Mary has always been held as pre-eminent 
among all the saints. The unique, extraordinary privilege of being the mother of the 
One who was both God and Man, makes her worthy of special honour. Thomas 
Aquinas believed she was due hyperdulia, or a veneration that exceeds that of other 
saints, but is at the same time infinitely below the adoration, or latria, due to God 
alone. 

The gospels of Matthew and Luke give Mary most mention. Luke even tells the story 
of Jesus’ infancy from Mary’s point of view. Her Song, or Magnificat appears in 
Luke 1:46-55.   

The virginal conception of Christ is clearly stated in the gospels. But after Jesus’ 
birth, Mary fades quietly into the background. During Jesus’ public life, she is men-
tioned only occasionally, as at the wedding at Cana. She reappears at the foot of the 
Cross (John’s Gospel), and is given into John’s care. In the early chapters of Acts, 
Mary is with the Apostles, and received the Holy Spirit along with them on 
Whitsunday. But her role was not the active one of teaching and preaching. 

Mary’s significance grew with the centuries. By the fifth century she was called The-
otokos, The Mother of God, and from the seventh century onwards, she was given 
four festivals: the Presentation in the Temple (2nd February), the Annunciation (25th 
March), the Assumption (15th August) and her Nativity (8th September). 

Marian devotion has played an enormous role in the church down the years. Mary 
has been the object of countless prayers, accredited with performing many miracles, 
and the subject of thousands of artistic endeavours. She has had hundreds of chap-
els or parish churches named after her. During the Reformation many images of 
Mary were destroyed. The Second Vatican Council 1962 made an extended state-
ment on her, stressing her complete dependence on her Son, and regarding her as a 
model of the Church.   

Principal Marian shrines of today include Lourdes (France), Fatima (Portugal), 
Walsingham (England), Loreto (Italy), Czesochowa (Poland) and Guadalupe 
(Mexico). 
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Back to School? 
 
September is that time of year when we get back to school after the 
summer break, along with our other routines. As disciples (lit: learn-
ers) we are all called to learn from Jesus and live like Him. God wants 
us to make a difference as disciples in our school and workplace, fami-
ly and friends.  As Paul writes: 
 
‘And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in the name 
of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through 
Him.’ (Colossians 3:17).  
 
‘WHATEVER you do’: God is at work in every aspect of our lives. He 
can use whatever we do to make a difference to those around. Do we 
believe this? Our lives shouldn’t be like an orange, segmented into the 
sacred and secular, but more like an apple, in which the whole is avail-
able to God. 
 
‘Whatever YOU do’:  God wants to use us to share God’s love with the 
people around us, wherever we spend time. We can trust Him for the 
resources we need hour by hour, day by day, year by year. What do we 
need from Him? 
 
‘Whatever you DO’: Our work is for God alone, as a response to God’s 
love for us. How does this perspective make a difference when what 
we do seems hard, unrewarding, or unappreciated by others? 
 
A man standing on a train platform was asked one day: ‘Who are 
you?’ He replied, ‘I am a Christian thinly disguised as an accountant.’ 
If we were asked the same question I wonder what we would say. As 
disciples of Jesus Christ, our identity is rooted in God and His call up-
on our lives. For each of us, September represents going back to 
school with Jesus, to learn how we can live for Him. 
 
Canon Paul Hardingham  
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God	in	the	Sciences 
Dr	Ruth	M	 
Bancewicz,	 
 

Big perspective, big questions 
 
This summer the first operational images from the James 
Webb Space Telescope astonished and delighted astronomers, as well as the 
rest of us. 

Those of us who have grown up in an age when ‘astronaut’ is a career option 
(albeit a pretty specialist one) might struggle to identify with the wonder of 
these events, and the true scale of the challenge. Human beings developed 
the technology to send first a probe, then living people, out of Earth’s atmos-
phere, and cross the 252,000-mile gap to the moon. It was in 1959 that the 
Luna 3 probe managed to send back grainy images of the far side of the 
Moon, and in 1969 Apollo 11 managed to actually land on it, take off again, 
and arrive back in one piece. It’s the safe arrival home that gets me – like 
hitting the bullseye twice in a row. 

For some space-travellers, seeing Earth from a distance is a life-changing 
experience; a shift in thinking dubbed ‘the overview effect’. The observer 
feels a sense of awe at seeing the whole planet as a single entity rather than a 
fragmented collection of countries, and at getting a sense of the fragility of 
the whole system. It brings people out of themselves – something psycholo-
gists call a ‘self-transcendent experience’.   

Some people claim to have a ‘nothing but science’ approach to life that trusts 
only in things for which we can produce very concrete, measurable, evi-
dence. Is it perhaps ironic, then, that this overview of the whole globe – 
which is made possible by science – can trigger such a deep sense of mean-
ing?  

Science can bring us to the big questions of meaning and purpose, but it 
doesn’t answer them. It’s important to recognise that science, wonderful 
though it is, has limits. Beyond those boundaries we step into other ways of 
knowing, such as philosophy or theology. At the interface between science 
and theology we can have some fascinating conversations. 

The discussions about science and religion that I enjoy most happen when 
people share what really matters to them. What do you find beautiful? 
Which scientific discoveries changed the course of your life? How do you see 
yourself in relation to the cosmos?  

This article has been reproduced, with permission, from https://
www.licc.org.uk/ourresources/connectingwithculture/ 
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The hidden danger of gum disease 
This will encourage you to brush your teeth: it seems that gum disease can increase your 
risk of developing mental health problems and other illnesses by more than a third. 

So say some researchers at the University of Birmingham, following a recent study of more 
than 64,000 patients with a history of gum disease. It was found that patients had a higher 
likelihood of developing depression, anxiety, autoimmune conditions such as arthritis, Type 1 
diabetes or psoriasis, a skin condition. They were also found to be more likely to have heart 
or blood problems or Type 2 diabetes.  

One doctor pointed out that, sadly, “poor oral health is extremely common, both here in the 
UK and globally.” And, “when oral ill-health progresses, it can lead to a substantially reduced 
quality of life.” 

The study, one of the largest of its kind, was published in The BMJ.  
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General Synod Presidential Address by the  
Archbishop of York 
Following Jesus isn’t easy.  

In the public square our words will often be misunderstood, misinterpret-
ed and misquoted. People will think we’re woke, naïve, misguided, too left 
wing, too right wing, too liberal or too conservative. We will be applauded 
for taking a moral stand, and pilloried for getting involved in politics. At 
the same time. On the same issue. But, knowing very well that we will 
sometimes get it wrong, what we are trying to be, is faithful to Jesus. 

In personal witness we will sometimes meet scorn, apathy, even hostility. 
That which means most to us, will be considered trivial, laughable and ne-
anderthal by some. But when we do share the gospel, we will find our-
selves standing on the holy ground of other people’s stories - and their 
pain - and often we won’t have the words to say, such as when we're min-
istering to those whose lives are cut short, or when taking the funeral of a 
child.  

Our hearts will be pierced, and like Mary standing at the foot of the cross, 
our witness will be a silent vigil and a determination to abide.  

We will carry a towel, not a flag.  We will issue an invitation, not a sum-
mons. We will, wherever possible, roll away stones. 

In overseeing and resourcing the church for ministry, a responsibility that 
we all share, we will have to make painful and difficult decisions. In facing 
up to mistakes, we will be humbled, especially by our failings to safeguard 
the Church or to root out racism or even just to communicate well, and 
show kindness to each other, in these things, we will be pierced and bro-
ken. 

Yet the sight of the Most High gladdens and sustains us. For me, that is 
around the table of the Lord and in the daily slog and diet of prayer and 
the comfort of scripture.  

And for all of us, laity, priests and bishops, the whole people of God, we 
must, as our first priority and the first call upon our lives, pay attention to 
those sources of replenishing grace that are given us in word and worship, 
in sacrament and fellowship, enabling us to persevere, to get better, to 
make amends, to love one another. 

So this is what I say to myself each day: Stephen, know your need of God; 
know that you need resources outside yourself; don’t believe your own 
publicity; own up to your mistakes; don’t think you’re in charge or this is 
your church. It isn’t. And seek out those places of prayerful contemplation 
and replenishing where you will know God’s love for you. 
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Content for the next magazine  

should be with the Editor by the  
 

22nd September 2022 
 

phil@goodfellow.org.uk  

From the Rectory 
The Rev Eustace Haversack. 

My dear Nephew Darren, 

Your church certainly seems to have taken to the 
idea of green electricity with a vengeance. To 
have covered the whole of your roof with solar 
panels was a brave move, and it makes quite a 
sight – especially when the sun catches them, daz-
zling motorists on the by-pass and causing multi-
ple pile-ups. I pity the local pigeons, who try to land on it and then do a gentle 
glissade into the gutters. 

I know there have been objections to your proposal to erect a wind turbine in 
your car park – although no one could claim that it spoils the aesthetic appear-
ance of your church. Nothing, my dear Darren, could do that.  

May I humbly offer you some further suggestions for reducing your electricity 
consumption. If you cut your sermons by half, then everyone could go home 20 
minutes earlier. Similarly, if you only sang each chorus once instead of your 
customary 17 times, that should cut your service times in half.  And why have 
lighting so good that everyone can see everyone else? That is the last thing our 
own congregation ever want to do. 

I raised the issue at our last church council meeting, but having only recently 
gone on to electricity, there seemed little enthusiasm for yet more change. Ma-
jor Hastings still fondly remembers our old acetylene plant in the churchyard, 
destroyed during one Mattins when the verger was unaware of the gas leak and 
lit up a cigarette. We still occasionally ind pieces of his cassock when mowing 
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the grass. 

Mr Prentice, with a slightly malicious gleam, suggested building a treadmill, to 
be worked by the Young Farmers – which would also keep them out of the pub 
while Evensong was taking place. I couldn’t help feeling that our Ladies Group 
would have far more determination to keep the thing rotating – probably 
providing enough energy to light the entire County. I was tempted to suggest 
we invite the vicar from our adjoining parish, St Agatha’s, to preach every Sun-
day, as that would ill our church with more than enough hot air.  

I inally stopped all further discussion on the subject when a solar panel con-
sultant arrived at the Rectory and began his sales pitch with the phrase: “I’ve 
come to convert you”. 

 
Eustace. 
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